A SWEDISH FARM FOR LLAMAS IN SONOMA COUNTY
It's quite unexpected to find a Swedish farm in Sonoma County, but one with a
substantial herd of llamas, many home-bred, is even more surprising, But on a recent outing
with the Swedish Women's Educational Association, we met the remarkable woman behind
Skansen, an animal-lovers paradise that also includes cows, a couple of horses, and America's
foremost kennel for Schnauzers.
The Skansen kennel was established in 1951 by Sylvia Hamrrr-arstrom, who is also the
twin sister of Sweden's present Consul General of the West Coast, Peter Hammarstrom. On 100
acres close to Sebastopol, Sylvia Hammarstrom has developed a kennel with Giant, Standard,
and Miniature Schnauzers of the world-wide fame-she has bred some 1000+ Skansen Giant Champions over the
years, and her pups are shipped every Wednesday to new homes all over the world. Her
Schnauzers now come in two variations: the "Elizabeth Taylor" kinds, as she calls it, which is
the most common kind with cropped ears and tails and the natural kind. Sweden, for instance,
does not allow operations altering the animals' natural traits any longer. BecauSe ofher success,
Hammarstrom is now also a sought after judge in dogs shows.

A $30,0000 pet.
The llamas are a later addition. And what do you do with
llamas?

"Well," says Hammarstrom, "we need animals to keep down

the grass on the farm." Originally, she explains the farm held a hard
of cattle for that purpose, but as she grew more interested in nutrition,
and beef disappeared from the menu she looked into another
alternative.
And that was the beginning of the llama herd.
A born animal lover and breeder, it didn't take long for
Hammarstrom to start developing her own llamas. Skansen is today
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home to its own strain of pure white beauty. And always on the look out for better stick,
Hammarstrom now imports llamas from Bolivia which she considers superior. It's not an inexpensive
endgnvel-3 good llama will set you off some $30,0000. In today's economy you can get one for around $500.
But llamas are nevertheless quite popular as pets for people with some acreage. In spit of
their size, they are cuddly animals and can be trained as riding animals for children as as pack
animals. They produce wonderful wool and Hammarstrom swears they can even be house trained.
Pets and people alike, we are what we eat.
An enthusiastic and enormously knowledgeable woman when it comes to her animals,
Hammarstrom was eager to share some of the secrets behind her success, Nutrition is number one
in her opinion, and she can talk a mile-a-minute about the horrible store-bought feed we expose our
pets to. People, she said, were born to live from nuts and roots and vegetables matter with an
occasionally animal thrown in for protein.
Dogs are another story; they are carnivores, and dogs should have raw meat, liver and
other tneat by-products to live well. Pets were much more healthy when people gave them table
scraps from their own table and not little pellets from a bag, according to Hammarstrom. And lots
of vitamins, she feels, are just as important for pets as for people. Diagnosed with a rare disease,
Hammarstrom credits her own health and energy to her long studies of nutrition.
Hammarstrom's enthusiasm for nutrition is infectious and convincins. She has even
converted her brother, the Consul General for the Westem United States, who with his wife Gorel acted as
charming hosts at the shared picnic lunch on the patio of Sylvia Hammarstrom's
rambling Mediterranean style home. "I live better on a lot less today," said Peter
Hammarstrom, explaining with the kind of breakfasts his sister prescribes, he
can often go without much more than an occasionally cup of coffee and a fruit
during the day. There were quite a few SWEA members, who came home fiom
the day with tapes and reports on the importance of nutrition as well.
Hammarstrorn's advice seems to work just as well for people as for their dogs.
www. skanseul Iauras.cotn
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